Tavy, Walkham and Plym Fishing Club
River Walkham - Beat 4 Huckworthy - Foxham's 1.1K
Walkham Beat 4 is available to Full members, Associate members and Public Ticket holders at any time during
the fishing seasons. Fishing is from the left bank only and with fly or artificial lure. The beat begins below
Huckworthy Bridge at the first field boundary and ends 1.1 kilometres downstream at the field boundary immediately
above Foxham 's Weir. Access to the top section is best found at the field gate about 100 metres up the hill from
Huckworthy Bridge. Negotiating the fences at the junction of Blackabrook and the river at Sargent's Weir may present
difficulty - please use care.
Access to the lower section is possible from the field gates just off the track across Knowle Down. One is at the
Horrabridge end and another adjacent to the ford across Blackabrook (Stepping Stones). There is likely to be
stock in the fields so dogs under control please.
Few pools are named but those recommended include NellieÌs, at the bottom of the first field below Huckworthy.
This dark pool with a high bank may be effectively fished for sea trout from a stand at the neck. There are good
runs adjacent to he old Wheel George Mine and a good pool on the bend below (Oak Tree). Sargent' s Weir, from
the corner pool at the top through the run in to the cattle drink in the middle have produced a lot of sea trout to
the night fly.
Foxham's Weir holds fish and the top section, through difficult to fish because of natural cover, provides the ideal
water to hold sea trout. This beat is within Dartmoor National Park and bylaws prohibit the spinning for brown trout.
Parking is possible by the cattle grid at the Horrabridge end of the Walkhampton Road and at Knowle Hill on the
same - limited parking is available at Huckworthy by the bridge.
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